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The GAS GAS man gets his third win in the World Indoor Trial Championship

ADAM RAGA WINS AND CONSOLIDATES
HIS LEAD

Toulouse, France, 29 January 2005.- The winning streak of the works GAS GAS rider Adam
Raga (GG TXT 300) in 2005 is nearly faultless. With great confidence, the 22-year-old
Tarragona rider has added his third win of the year with total authority at the Toulouse Indoor
Trial, the third round of the World Indoor Trial Championship. Jordi Tarrés’s pupil is not relaxing
and has climbed onto the top step of the rostrum again, before another Tarragona rider,
Albert Cabestany, and Britain’s Doug Lampkin. On his part, another of the young riders trained
in the GAS GAS School of Champions, Jeroni Fajardo, finished the French round in the
seventh place, and is now sixth in the overall standings.

In a trial consisting on seven sections plus a speed zone, Adam Raga displayed extraordinary
skills, very much like he did in former events, before the over 5,500 spectators that crowded
the Zenith sports arena in Toulouse. Already in the classifying lap, the GAS GAS man showed
his superiority by finishing the lap with only two points in his score, and in the final he soon
opened a gap between him and his rivals, and achieved a very easy win.

Adam Raga commented: «The truth is that I felt very comfortable from the very start, and I
approached every obstacle with confidence and very sure of what I was doing. Everything
worked perfectly and I am very satisfied with our performance. We have collected three wins
out of three entries, and this proves our great moment and that we really want to achieve
another world title.»

The long but intense world indoor circuit will have another event tomorrow in its next stop in
Granada, an excellent chance for the winning tandem Adam Raga-GAS GAS to offer the
Spanish crowd a great performance, and, why not, achieve the fourth win of the series.

Final standings of the World Indoor Trial Championship’s 3rd round: Toulouse
1 - Adam Raga (Sp/GAS GAS)   6 points
2 - Albert Cabestany (Sp/Sherco) 15 points
3 - Doug Lampkin (GB/Montesa-Honda) 17 points

Provisional standings of the 2005 World Indoor Trial Championship
1 - Adam Raga (Sp/GAS GAS) 30 points
2 - Albert Cabestany (Sp/Sherco) 22 points
3 - Doug Lampkin (GB/Montesa-Honda) 19 points
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